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  EXPERTS IN YOUR SECTOR
Panasonic Connect is dedicated to serving the business world.

By developing and creating an extensive portfolio of high quality hardware and software products we are taking a highly specialised approach to providing complete integrated solutions in your sector.
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BIZ-TALKS with Steven Vindevogel
Navigating the Future of Mobile Computing
Steven Vindevogel, the new Head of Panasonic Mobile Solutions Business, talks to #BIZTALKS about Toughbook, the main industry trends, and the future of mobile computing. Europe’s workforce is increasingly becoming more mobile. As a result, mobile technology must keep pace with these changes. It enables people on the move to work more effectively and increase productivity. The mobile workers themselves want devices designed to meet their needs, whether that’s operating in extreme weather environments, ensuring connectivity in remote locations, or maintaining data security. On the other hand, business owners are looking for devices that deliver a lower total cost of ownership, are flexible to meet changing business needs, and have a device partner that can support them through the complete lifecycle of the products.





 
 CASE STUDIES




New Albano Campus powered by AVoIP network with Panasonic solutions
State-of-the-art education and research facility deploys Panasonic projectors, displays equipped with WolfVision SDMs and PTZ cameras throughout its new campus.
 Read more











Ground-breaking PTZ camera use on Ed Sheeran Global Mathematics Tour
Panasonic PTZ cameras bring fans closer to Ed Sheeran’s Global Stadium Tour
Picture credit: Nick Lepoutre
 Read more











KÄRCHER DELIVERS TECHNICAL SERVICE EXCELLENCE WITH PANASONIC TOUGHBOOK
At Kärcher, everything revolves around effective cleaning machines from the everyday to the unusual - and the company's top priority is customer service. Equipping the technicians with the reliable & flexible Panasonic TOUGHBOOK 33 allows them to focus on what is important: excellent customer service.
 Read more











On the road again: full throttle at the petrol station shop... with no fuel required
The filling stations division of the medium-sized company team energie GmbH & Co. KG is developing innovative concepts for its filling stations – and Panasonic Connect is helping with the implementation.
 Read more











Continental Automotive drives towards supply chain evolution
Panasonic completed a process upgrade for Continental Automotive as part of their further evolution toward Industry 4.0. The engineering solution improved efficiency and eliminated search times.
 Read more
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 20 Mar 2024
THE BEST IN RUGGED JUST GOT BETTER
The latest Panasonic TOUGHBOOK G2 and 33 set a new standard for rugged tablets “Alder Lake” processing power, security, and modularity.



28 Feb 2024


 Lifesize Plans Brings Building Plans To Life With Panasonic
Lifesize Plans’ innovative approach to projecting floor plans and elevations on a 1:1 scale is made possible with Panasonic’s PT-RZ990 1-Chip DLP™ projectors.



06 Feb 2024


 Business Views Wireless Connectivity As A Route To Productivity But Challenges Remain
European businesses expect to see an average 32% boost in productivity in the three years after implementation of the latest wireless technology.



30 Jan 2024


 Panasonic Introduces Its Most Sustainable LCD Projector To Date
Higher brightness and improved efficiency alongside recyclable components make the Panasonic MZ882 projector series the sustainable choice.
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  Explore our immersive business environment




 Take a virtual journey - Panasonic Business Solutions Centre
Ready to discover our latest visions, ideas, and innovations? Take a virtual tour of the latest Panasonic Business solution technologies.
 TAKE A TOUR




 Explore without leaving your seat - Panasonic Campus Munich
Discover the unique technical centres, laboratories, and service facilities of Panasonic Campus Munich in our virtual tour.
 TAKE A TOUR




 Explore our virtual production studio
We’ve got all the equipment you need to create a state-of-the-art in-house production studio. Discover the perfect setup with our virtual studio experience.
 TAKE A TOUR




   


 
If we only had a crystal ball...
It is hard to predict the future. But by connecting the dots. We're helping to shape it. 





  Panasonic Business Blog
Inspiring content. Exclusive reports. Thought-leading insight. Explore out digital hub of tech industry intelligence.


20 Mar 2024


Blog
 Supply Chain: The role of technology for Bio Pharma – Part II
The second article about the role of technology for Bio Pharma outlines how change management, timescales and alternate partners can help to address shortages within the supply chain.



11 Mar 2024


Blog
 3D - Can you see what I see?
Mention 3D and many of us will immediately think of the pioneering 3D movies that we first saw in the cinema. For the older amongst us, it might be frighteners like the shark Jaws jumping out of the cinema screen to shock the audience, or for the younger reader their first view of an incredible 3D world in the movie Avatar.



28 Feb 2024


Blog
 Age is just a number in business
In the second of a series of articles examining Diversity, Equality and Inclusion in the workplace, Margarita Lindahl looks more closely at the sometimes neglected topic of age diversity.



28 Feb 2024


Blog
 Supply Chain: The role of technology for Bio Pharma – Part I
Within the Bio Pharma sector, companies embrace the challenge of sustainability and responsible business, with a heavy focus on how the industry can better engage, monitor, and improve its relationship with suppliers and manufacturers. It is understood across the industry that environment, safety, and social outcomes are critical. Ultimately, we are all patients when it comes to the production of pharmaceutical drugs.
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